
Dear Overseas OKS,

Welcome to the second OKS
Overseas Newsletter. I hope you
enjoy reading it.  In this
Newsletter, in addition to articles
from OKS based in Australasia,
Brazil and Gibraltar, there are
also accounts of OKS travelling
abroad. For example read about
Lisa Suits, who volunteered at
the Bhutan National Museum on
a whim, and Andy Cobb, who
was inducted into the Masai tribe
whilst holidaying in Kenya.  

The OKS Association wishes all
OKS to feel part of the wider
OKS community, whether based
in the UK or overseas. To this end
we have a number of OKS
Overseas Representatives who
keep in contact with OKS in their
respective countries.  Please do
have a look at the list on the final
page of the newsletter to find out
who your Overseas
Representatives are.  

It is always lovely to meet OKS
who are able to pop in to the
School on a when passing
through Canterbury.  If you are
visiting Canterbury do come and
see me in the OKS & Foundation
Office, which is situated just
inside the Mint Yard Gate,
opposite the security box. You
will be very welcome.

If you haven’t yet logged on to
the OKS website don’t forget to
have a look at the site
(www.oks.org.uk).  Have a look
at the latest news and events and
follow the link to The Cantuarian
website where all the issues are
available to view online. We
always like to hear news from
OKS, so do contact me if you
would like to share an
announcement with the OKS
Community.  

We are also on Facebook (The
OKS Association page), LinkedIN
(The King’s School Canterbury &
OKS Group) and Twitter
(@OKSAssociation).

If you would like to contribute an
article or become an OKS
Overseas Representative I’d be
delighted to hear from you.

With best wishes,

Kirsty Mason
OKS Coordinator
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Little did I imagine as I spent a
childhood growing up on an English
Ducal estate, wandering the woods,
crags, home of Neolithic man and 3
miles of lakes, that by the age of 63+ I
would have lived half my life in Western
Australia.
I met my wife Suzanne, an “Orstralian”, in
1972, whilst I was studying / working in
London.  Chris King, Walpole 1960-66,
was responsible for the introduction
[long story!] we were married in 1973
and emigrated to Perth, Western
Australia, arriving on April 24th 1979.  I
have found that most migrants
remember their date of arrival.  To
emigrate is a momentous thing to do; I
have spent a lifetime working with
clients who either came out of Central
Europe immediately after World War 2,
or came from Italy in the early 50’s.
Their stories are fascinating, their
struggles to learn the language and
make a living (many came with but a
cardboard suitcase) inspiring.

Suffice to say I landed at Perth Airport in
a very different world to that in which I
grew up.  Our family had strong ties
with the land with all members
interested in, and with a good
knowledge of, the English countryside,
flowers and birds: my mother created an
amazing ‘English garden”.
Here I am in a new land where the flora
is ‘foreign’ - eucalypts instead of oaks,
beeches and chestnuts.  No familiar
song from blackbirds or robins, no
North Star and a sun which tracks to the
north.  No job, 3 children under the age
of 5, and plenty of potential employers
who had little regard for UK work
experience and knowledge. ‘Things
were different here!’

I worked for an International Real Estate
company for some 25 years, developing
a specialist knowledge of land use and
development, which led to my working,
for example with teams planning the
urban renewal of 80 hectares of ‘inner
city’ land, the creation of major
industrial estates and working with
Perth Airport on the development of
some 600 hectares for commercial uses.
Exciting as much of that has been, I
resigned in November 2009 as I found
that work increasingly conflicted with
my ‘outside’ interests.

My wife and I have been blessed with
four daughters and to date 5
grandchildren.  Life has been busy; I
remember 12 years of 5:00 or 5.30am
starts with 2 daughters swimming
competitively and 2 daughters in
rowing squads, fund raising and trips to
national regattas all over Australia
(Boats had to be towed some 3500 km
for example to Regattas at Penrith
Lakes, Sydney). What a great way to see
a country.  Getting to Plucks Gutter was
easy by comparison! I often think of
those days; cycling to Fordwich,
coaching, and then bussing for an
outing at PG, back to Fordwich and
cycle back to Canterbury. We must have
been fit. And the effort that Goosey
made cycling up and down that rough
track, what commitment! We were lucky.
I often use his expression ‘Egyptian PT”. 

The interests referred to above include,
in no particular order, bee keeping - 2
hives in the garden, furniture making,
carving, ‘tramping’ (hiking), kayaking,
fishing and camping.
Can you imagine driving 1300 km north
of Perth, to go off road for an hour and a
half, and camp in the dunes at Ningaloo
reef reputedly better than the Great

Barrier Reef? Take all your food and
water for 2 or 3 weeks, eat fish freshly
caught, swim in turquoise waters,
snorkel, kayak over coral reef with
turtles for company, lie back in the
evening and look at a sky full of stars
and understand why the Milky Way got
its name .

I love the feel of wood and have great
satisfaction in collecting fallen trees /
logs, taking them to the saw mill and
slabbing them, with the resultant
timber seasoning on one of our
verandahs (that’s what verandahs are
for) for several years before dressing it,
and then making furniture of my own
design . 

Suzanne and I have ‘tramped’ in
Tasmania, the 6 day Cradle Mountain
Walk, (recommended), mainland
Australia especially in the South West,
New Zealand, British Columbia, The
Dolomites, and multiple visits to the
North West Highlands of Scotland in the
company of Francis Reeson (WL57-62),
my elder brother.  

So here I am, from ‘ the love of field and
coppice of green and shaded lanes, of
ordered woods and gardens’ to ‘a sun-
burnt country, a land of sweeping
plains, of ragged mountain ranges, of
droughts and flooding rains…’

And what of the flowers and birds?
There are 5,571 vascular plant species in
South West Australia of which 2,948
species are endemic; 280 bird species of
which 12 are endemic and 22 parrot
species.

Martin Reeson

From ‘the love of field and coppice of green’ to ‘a sun-burnt country, a land
of sweeping plains’
Martin Reeson Walpole 1960-66
Perth, Australia

Australia



As we head towards the Southern
Hemisphere’s summer, we have
been able to look at an
interesting last few months. The
drought has finally broken, with
the best rains in a decade. We
have the first hung parliament in
70 years, with the Australian
Labour Party forming a minority
government with 2 independents
giving them the edge and we
have come out of the GFC
relatively unscathed. 

Now starts the fun stuff. The
Australian Rules Football Grand
Final (a sort of cross between
Rugby, American Football and
Irish Hurling), The Spring Racing
Carnival and then the Summer,
two-three months of gorgeously
warm days with weekends by the
beach and evenings outside with
friends.

This is a great place for any OKS
to end up! I have met up with a
few OKS over the last year, all
with different backgrounds but a
couple of similar stories. They

met an Australian in the UK and
moved over here following love
or they came over here a few
years ago and came back years
later because they fell in love
with the place. At the moment,
with the sentiment affecting
Europe and the States post GFC,
it is understandable that OKS are
making the move down under. 

I moved over to Australia about 5
years ago now and still loving it.
It is amazing what you miss
though. Of course you miss
family, but with technological

advances such as Skype, the
grandparents can still see the
little ones and keeping in touch is
pretty simple. The main thing I
miss is the history. You don’t have
a school that is 1500 years old,
you don’t have the little country
pubs that have been around
since the middle ages with little
dens and a comfy snug and you
can’t just jump on a train and be
on the continent in an hour or so.
But every so often, when you
need the dose of home, you can
jump on a plane and head north,
taking advantage of switch in
seasons and enjoy either another
summer or another ski!

Life is good down under, it really
is, and if you are thinking of
heading over here then make
sure you get in touch, I am happy
to help in any way I can to help
you start that next chapter in
your life.

Andy Ridings 

Life is Good ‘Downunder’
Andy Ridings (MR 1986-91)
Victoria, Australia

Australia

In Australia you occasionally get a shock at the
bottom of your garden, this was ours.



Living in the driest state in the
driest continent is a challenge
but after nearly 40 years I’m
getting used to it! They say the
climate is “Mediterranean” but I
would describe it as a
combination of extremes!  It can
be stiflingly hot in summer and
very cold (by local standards!) in
winter.  South Australia, where I
am, is huge by European
standards. Some four times
bigger than the UK in surface
area, much of the interior is
“desert” and with a total of only
105 million people.  It is the
centre of the Wine Industry in
Australia with about 65% of the
county’s production.  Well known
areas such as Barossa Valley and
McLaren Vale would be
household names in the UK
which is Australia’s most
important export market.

How did I end up here!?  Well
after King’s in 1961 (School
House) I was sent by my father to
France to learn French!  I ended
up working in Beaune for a large
wine company and fell in love
with the product and its
production.  From Burgundy I
moved to Bordeaux and studied
winemaking and cellar
management at Bordeaux Uni.
After several vintages around
Europe (Italy, Spain, Germany etc)
I returned to the UK and started
working for a large Brewery
group in their wine division.  But I
became disillusioned with Harold
Wilson’s “poor man of Europe”
and decided to set off for a two
year adventure in the fledgling

Australian wine industry as a Ten
Quid Pom!  I spent 4 years in
Sydney and was then
headhunted by Orlando Wines
(then owned by Reckitt and
Coleman) to join their marketing
dept. I also met my wife and that
was the end of any thoughts of
returning to the UK!

Whilst at Orlando I had the good
fortune to be involved in the
product launch of Jacobs Creek
as the first Brand manager. My
training in France had paid off as
the product packaging and wine
style was much more European
than traditional Australian.  The
rest as they say is history and
now the brand sells about 8
million cases a year! In 1979 I
went into partnership with a
couple of guys also in the wine
industry and we started a
successful business in export to
the USA which we sold and then
embarked on a viticultural
business which had vineyard
holdings in South Australia and
France.
The wine we made in France was
James Herrick Chardonnay which
quickly became a best seller in
the UK.  That business is now part
of the Fosters Brewery Wine
division.

After a lifetime in the Global Wine
Industry I am now taking it a bit
easier although still consulting to
the Industry and Judging Wine,
playing Golf at Royal Adelaide
and fishing for King George
Whiting off the coast of Adelaide!

Some of my happiest days were
at King’s and I always visit when I
come back to the UK.  I love to
walk on the pitch at Birley’s
where I played in the firsts at
Cricket and Rugger.

Not many OKS seem to come
through Adelaide although
David Gower (LN 1970-75) and
Oz Clarke (MO 1962-67) have
been and I met them both.  If any
other OKS are coming and would
like a game of golf at one of the
world’s great courses or a fishing
trip in the Gulf St. Vincent or
share to a glass of wine just
contact me!

The Wine Industry has changed
enormously since 1961 but it’s
still a wonderful way of life full of
exciting opportunities and
challenges. If anyone is interested
in entering the trade via a degree
in Oenology or Viticulture then
one of the very best places to
study is the Uni. of Adelaide. 

Mark Swann

Wine from a “Ten Quid Pom”
Mark Swann (SH 1957-62)
Adelaide, Australia

Australia



I was known as “Len” at school
because the England cricket captain
at the time was a Hutton. No relation
and certainly no reflection of my
cricketing abilities!!  I left Kings after
five years at the end of the
September term 1956 and within
weeks, with my parents and two
sisters, was bound for Australia the
land of my mother’s birth. I have
spent the last fifty four years in the
Antipodes (Sydney - 42 years; Fiji -
6years; New Zealand - 6 years),
worked for ICI Australia for thirty
one years and once they realized I
was not Managing Director material
they retrenched me!! Thence I
remained in the chemical industry
for a further fifteen years with a
small chemical importer in Sydney.

My wife, Sue, is Australian and her
forebears arrived in 1820 from
Scotland —- she is not of convict
stock!!  We have two daughters: one
in London and the other in New
Zealand and five grandchildren. We
have travelled to UK on many
occasions to see our English family
and visited Kings several times and
marvelled at the changes.

Despite my long absence from
Britain it seems connections and
people from Kings emerge wherever
one is located. I have met many from
Kings Parramatta and several pupils
of Canon Bickersteth, who was
headmaster of St Peters Adelaide.
During my time at Canterbury he
had returned and occupied the
house on the right of Forrens arch
and was I think Archdeacon of
Canterbury.

In 1963 I ran into Mike Slee (WL 48-
54) who was attached to
Queensland Forestry. He played in
King’s 1st XV in 1952/3 and
represented Queensland for some
time. Other colleagues from Walpole
stayed with us on their trips after
completion of UK University: Robert
(54-59) and Bill Minns (53-59), and
Ian Potter (52-57). Robert Minns and
Ian Potter later returned to Australia
to settle. Robert grew grapes in
South Australia and I believe Ian was
Professor of Zoology at University of
Western Australia.

I was a close friend of M.R.B Read in
my years at Walpole and out of the
blue one day at my home in

Australia some years back I received
a phone call from him to say he was
coming to Australia to visit his son
who had been living there for a
while —- so we revived a friendship
which has lasted 61 years. We still
visit each other from time to time at
our respective bases in either
hemisphere

Being stuck out in the south west
Pacific one couldn’t be blamed for
thinking Fiji would be the last place
you would be reminded of the
school. This proved not to be the
case. I met a Canon Bodger who
turned out to be an uncle of the
Bodger brothers (John (GR/LN 48-
54) and William (GR 50-56)). I met
and dined with Doug Malcolm
(Doogie at school) who was in
Luxmoore (48-54) and a District
Officer in Ba, a sugar town on Viti
Levu - Fiji’s largest island. 

Nelson, where I am based
now, is a little out of the way, a small
city in the north of the south island
but if any OKS are passing through I
would be happy if they wished to
contact me. (Phone 546 7994)

JMG (Len) Hutton

“Brief encounters in the Antipodes”
John (Len) Hutton (WL 1951-56)
South Island, New Zealand

New Zealand



I came to King’s from the US as an
English–Speaking Union scholar in the
1978-1979 academic year.  I was
assigned to Galpin’s House and lived at
the Girls House on Broad Street.  At the
end of the year and three A-levels, I
went back to the US to attend university
in Washington D.C.  I was active in sport
(hockey, tennis) and music. 

From childhood I have had an enduring
fascination with all things Asian – art,
cooking, architecture, religion,
innovation, geography, economics,
history – but until adulthood never put
any structure around my understanding.
After many business trips to Asia, along
the pattern of airport, hotel, office,
meeting, hotel, back to airport, I wanted
to know more.  I decided to formalize
my knowledge by taking a Graduate
Diploma in Asian Art History at the
School of Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS) at the University of London. I
was working for a US telecoms company
based in Hong Kong at the time, so
while living in London I could time shift
my work with my studies. Sweet! Today
this passion still drives my travel, leisure,
reading, collecting, attendance at
galleries, exhibitions, auctions, and
visiting historical places of interest. 

In September 2010 I visited Bhutan as a
tourist to increase my understanding of
Mahayana and Tibetan Buddhist art.
The tour visited some of the country’s
dzongs, or fortress monasteries, and

lhakhangs, or smaller temples which
have magnificent tantric wall paintings,
many of which are undocumented from
an art history point of view. After a day
at the Bhutan National Museum in Paro,
(a village west of the capital) I met the
Director at a dinner organized by our
tour guide. In an unpremeditated
moment I asked the Director, a highly
revered monk, if he had any volunteer
opportunities at the Museum.  He said
yes.

Ten months and seemingly thousands
of emails and faxes later I flew to Bhutan
to take up my post as a volunteer in July
2011.  My consulting firm gave me a
month’s unpaid leave, and my client
assignment was put on hold until I
returned.  The Museum, a former watch
tower, sits high on a hill overlooking the
Paro dzong.  It was built in the 1660s.
(see photo) I walked there every day,
about three kilometers from my small
hotel, and negotiated a 500 foot altitude
change.  Paro town sits at approximately
2300 meters or 7500 feet ‘base’ altitude. 

In my first week the Director asked me
to put together a workshop for the
Museum staff on some curatorial skills.
While Asian art is my passion it is
certainly not my profession.  This
request was a tall order for a volunteer
and an amateur. I chose Object
Identification as a subject and shared
my training on how to identify an object
you had never seen before.  I gave a two
hour workshop that contained equal
portions of wisdom, guess work and
humility. Another task in my short stay
was to upgrade the museum’s web site
to be more visual and richer in content.
I benchmarked Bhutan’s Museum web
site against national museums around
the world and believe the one we
created is now of international caliber.   

During my stay I experienced a
Bhutanese national holiday, the First
Sermon of Lord Buddha, and was able
to witness first hand a day-long
ceremony of sutra recitation, music and
chanting at a local lhakhang that dated

from before 1000 AD.  I also helped do
the cooking for the monks, and served
food to the locals who came to pray and
celebrate.  The music sounded similar to
that in the film “The Man Who Would Be
King” with its high reedy horns, drums
and booming telescopic trumpets
whose tones you can feel in your
stomach. The Himalayas are an outdoors
enthusiast’s paradise which I took
advantage of by hiking and mountain
biking in my off time. 

One lesson learned is that you can make
things happen if you take advantage of
time and opportunity, and follow up.   If
I hadn’t asked the Director the question,
I never would have had such a splendid
experience.  After all, it’s how I got to
King’s too! 

Lisa Suits

Bhutan: A Himalayan Adventure
Lisa Suits (GL 1978-79)
Bhutan 

Bhutan

Bhutan is a landlocked Buddhist kingdom
in the eastern Himalayas bordered by
Tibet (China) in the west and north, and
NE India on its east and south.  Bhutan
was never occupied or conquered during
the colonial period, and even refused to
permit a British Resident Officer to live
within its borders. Bhutan opened up to
the world starting in 1975 and today
accepts approximately 30,000 tourists per
year. Its name in the local Dzongkha
language, ‘Druk  Yul’, means Land of the
Thunder Dragon.



In 1995 my Brazilian wife, Monica, and I
decided to quit our jobs, she at the
BBC’s world service and I at a large
Japanese bank in the City, all in search
of the Good Life in Brazil – we’d already
attempted it, unsucessfully, in Tuscany.
We sold our house in London, the farm
in Tuscany, and moved with two small
children to a house in Petrópolis, left to
me in the midst of our move by my
grandmother, some fifty miles from Rio
de Janeiro. 
We now had no mortgage, no loans, our
own property and money in the bank,
and were now living in the tropics – sun,
sand and sea, only a hour’s drive away
from Rio (Petrópolis is some 800m up in
the mountains and has a climate not too
different to the UK). Couldn’t be better!
But, our plans to start our own business
were soon shot down by lack of
experience, lack of good ideas and the
fact that starting a company here is a
mammoth bureaucratic and financial
task. We were thus cast quickly back into
the daily grind, I taking on teaching
English to executives in Rio, and Monica
getting a job in a US multi-national.
Things have been up and down and
now stabilized at what we must
consider a comfortable life, although it
has taken some 15 years and a good
deal of adaptation.

Brazil, as I expected when I decided to
move here, has moved forward as a
global economy, and if I consider my
children’s future, is still one of the best
options in terms of its natural resources,
economic potential and its safe-haven
qualities in a rapidly over-heating, over-
populated and under-resourced planet.
But in many ways, it is still the Wild West,
a place where corruption and impunity
are rife, and where the world’s highest
taxes and interest rates suck money out
of the working population to feed a
bloated, idle and greedy public sector,
terribly corrupt politicians, unions,
bankers and big businessmen. As one of
the world’s most corrupt and cut-throat
nations, Brazil is hardly the place for a
chap, brought up in the carefully

manicured Kentish countryside and a
school attached to one of the world’s
most important religious centres, to
experiment with easy and honest living,
although as a banker, and a dealer at
that, I should have been more prepared
than most. One has to change to make it
here, or else remain the same and
survive at very best.

This all may sound rather gloomy, and
that may have something to do with the
fact that as I write, it is grey, cold and
raining outside my window – I could be
back in England, apart from the cheese
plants and humming birds. Every place
we chose to live in will have its good
points and its bad points. When we
decide to move elsewhere in the hope
of a better life, we have to decide
whether the good points of the new
place will outweigh the bad points of
where we are now. 
And that is my message to those
seeking greener pastures, especially in
these hard economic times. This
country, this continent and many other
places like it around the world are in
transition and as such, whilst on one
hand, boasting access to the most
modern of technologies for some, on

the other, still has many third world,
underdeveloped, Darwinian. But, Brazil
is the country of the future, a medium to
long-term investment with great
potential, and is worthwhile for those
prepared to plant the seed and tirelessly
water it day and night.

As for those seeking a two-week
holiday, or even a place for a short
adventure after leaving school, Brazil is
the place to come to, and whilst Rio is a
must, and the only place people have
generally heard of, there are really
millions of great places to visit. It is a
beautiful country, has great food, its
people whilst inherently dishonest are
very friendly and it has many other
attractions. I will be only too pleased to
offer advice and help to visitors, so
please get in touch. 

Abraços from Brazil… 

Andrew Balanda

Brazil -  the Good Life
Andrew Balanda (GL 1974-78)
Brazil

Brazil



My Father went to Kenya after
the 1st World War and my Mother,
as a contract nurse, in 1936.  In
true African fashion he had to
pay a dowry for his wife - in
reality he had to buy out her
contract to marry her.  I appeared
on the 29th of Feb 1940. By that
time my Father was a Sisal Planter
and we were well away from any
town or city.  My Father was very
strict for respecting people and
their cultures, hence was well
integrated with the local African
community and the lingua franca
was Swahili.

Alistair Kneller who we all called
Bill was the son of my parents
close friends and was also Head
boy at King’s during the 2nd World
War days; for his service to Crown
and country was knighted.  My
Mother wanted me to be an
English Gentleman so I went to
King’s in 1953 and, from Alistair’s
influence, into his House – School
House.   Normally Colonial
“yobos’” were placed Luxmoore.

Kenya was never far from my
thoughts during my time in
England.  When at University in
London I was with my friend
Christopher Hall (SH 1954-58)
and we were discussing in Swahili
the merits of the women we
could see.  One Old Dear said to
her friend “They are Russian you
know”.  But when we got near to
a girl adjacent to us, she said in
perfect Swahili to give her a miss!

I now live in South Africa but

return to Kenya as much as I can.
My wife and I went back to Kenya
in October last year and had a
free week time-share at the
Coast.  Neither I nor my wife
wanted to be pestered by the
Beach Boys, so I told them on in
Swahili that we did not want to
be pestered.  I gave them a long
story of my history and that my
African name was “Kifaru”, not
because of my size, but because I
snorted when angry - “Kifaru” is
Swahili for Rhino.  Every morning
going to the Beach there would
be a unified chorus calling ‘Kifaru’
and we were never pestered. she
said in perfect Swahili that we
should leave her out in our
discussion. Here in SA Swahili I
now speak regularily with
immigrants from the DRC and
Burundi. The Zeno phobia is
disgusting and they have to set
up their own communities. When
I speak to them in Swahili is a
great pleasure to them and
farewells are always and farewells
always end in a parting “Asante

Sana nime shukuru!” 

One day the Masai appeared in
the afternoon, as in the evening
they would be dancing to the
lodge guests, but had for the
afternoon taken over the tennis
court to sell their wares.  My wife
and I wanted to window shop
their wares but did not want to
be pestered. I then had a meeting
with the Masai group so as to
know my history and that I was
‘Kifaru’.  They were surprised that I
knew more of their culture than
they did.  They all insisted that
Kifaru was really a Masai and
gave me a shield and a spear to
have a photo taken to show that I
was a member of their clan.
Masai do not normally like being
photographed, as they believe
you are robbing them of their
soul.  My wife and I had great
comradeship and a photo to
remember.

Andy Cobb

My Masai Induction
Andy Cobb
School 1954-1957

Kenya



There are definite pluses and minuses to
moving abroad for work, but then I’d say
that applies to staying at home as well.
It may sound clichéd, but it is true that
an employer (a good one, anyway) will
look positively on somebody who has
experienced other parts and cultures of
the world. And I do mean “experience”,
not just lie on a beach and eat fish and
chips.

In arriving where I am today, I’ve
travelled across many countries and
worked in a few of them.  It started after
I’d finished six years of further education
in London: I knew I needed a long
holiday after all that study and equally I
knew I couldn’t afford it, so an
international posting to the Caribbean
sounded like a good solution and I took
a position in the Cayman Islands.
Apart from learning a lot about
international finance there, I also had a
whale of a time and met a whole variety
of incredible people from all over the
world, many of whom are still friends
and some of whom came in useful when
we travelled around the world!  But after
two or three years in a place like that
you begin to realise that there are prices
to any paradise (there’s only so many
times you can dive on the same reef or
lie on the same beach!) and that it’s time
to make the hard decision to move to
some other reality.

In my case I didn’t go back to England
but took my “hard-earned” knowledge
to another international finance centre,
this time in Jersey, Channel Islands:  Far
enough away from home to be different
but close enough so Mum wouldn’t
complain so much!  Although very
recognisably British and with a business
culture tinted by London (just half an
hour away in a plane), Jersey is still a
unique jurisdiction and a mish-mash of
people from near and far.  Being, again,
a small place you can easily become a
relatively big fish and get a level of work

experience that might not be
achievable in the big cities.   That small
island culture also has its own pluses
and minuses: very friendly and safe but
potentially claustrophobic and
everybody knows your business (so you
better not get in trouble!).

Jersey has its challenges, especially for
finding good accommodation, but
nevertheless it’s a rewarding place to be
and an easy place to stay a while.
However after a couple of years we
needed to move to Spain for family
reasons and I discovered one of the
benefits of working for a large global
organisation: international
secondments.

So next stop Madrid, the political and
financial capital of Spain.  Although
European and still relatively close to
home, everything there was different.
Business culture worked on long hours
with many coffee breaks and deals done
over long lunches (tho’ strictly no
siestas).  Social culture started with late
dinner and then partying through the
night, every night, which I quickly found
I couldn’t cope with and to this day still
don’t understand how my local
colleagues managed to make it into
work every morning looking bright and
cheerful.  But it was a tremendous way
to get a new perspective on business, to
learn a new language and to see more
of a wonderful country (not to mention
its incredible food, wine, ....).

Then one day I was on a project in
Andalucia and decided to pop into
Gibraltar.  I’d arranged a chat with a
chap I knew from the lecture circuit and
the next thing I knew I’d changed jobs
and moved south.  And I have to say it’s
an awesome combination: Living in the
south of Spain while working in
“England” (aka Gibraltar).  Every
weekend is a holiday and the business
weeks combine a Northern European

work ethic with a dash of Mediterranean
laissez faire.  Gibraltar itself is a small
international finance centre but often
said to punch way above its weight on
the world scene.  It’s a melting pot of
cultures and religions as well as a
concentration of all the history you’d
expect from one of the Pillars of
Hercules sited with strategic importance
through millennia.  It’s European and yet
within a stone’s throw of Africa, just half
an hour away by ferry.  It has all the
benefits of an island (with many of
those friendly restrictions too), but at
the same time it’s actually an isthmus
attached to a continent so within just a
few quick paces you have ready access
to Spain and beyond: The golden
beaches of Tarifa; The glittering starlets
of Marbella; The skiing of the Sierra
Nevada and so much more.

I’ve lived and worked here now for
nearly eight years; more time than I’ve
lived anywhere before!

It’s not necessarily an obvious career
path . . . but it IS a lifestyle choice.

Julian Camble

Life in the Pillars of Hercules
Julian Camble (BR 1980-84)
Gibraltar

Gibraltar



For two years between 2002 and 2004 I
worked as a tour manager for a top
international tour operator. I
shepherded groups of their clients
through the capitals of central Europe,
staying in multiple star hotels and
visiting the leading sights. In the
particular operation I was in, the clients
were nearly all Americans. Initially the
experience was stimulating, challenging
and at times entertaining, but after my
fourth tour and some bad moments, I
realized that tour managing at that level
in today’s tourism business was a mug’s
game.  

The company’s A1 image attracted the
urbane and the courteous, but it also
attracted status seekers who wanted the
cachet of being able to say they had
traveled with A1 Tours. And A1 attracted
the “Gourmet Brigade”, as I came to call
them: the food and wine buffs who
assumed it would be haute cuisine all
the way. At every meal organized by the
company I would be in suspense
wondering whether the food was going
to be up to the exacting standards of
the gourmet brigade. As this was central
Europe, this could not always be
guaranteed.  

The prospect of very comfortable hotels
and ever attentive guides inevitably
lured substantial numbers of very senior
travelers to sign up, which greatly
added to the strains. You had not only to
assist the elderly, but also to deal with
the moans from the not yet elderly that
the oldsters were holding everyone up.
If the gripers had any foresight they
would know that these days many of
their fellow travelers on tours of this
type will be in their eighties and even
nineties. In the US, Europe and Japan,
the ‘octos’ are an ever growing army
with the time and the money to
undertake luxury travel.     

Yet, there were some good moments
and some lovely characters.  Pammy
from Birmingham, Alabama, who made

no pretence whatever that she had any
interest in the history or the architecture
of the cities we moved through.
Spotting names familiar to her from
back home was her thing. “Oh look, Bob!
There’s a Starbucks!” “And there’s a
Hyatt!” “And there are lots of shops with
the word “Schmuck!” “Look there’s
another Schmuck!” And Harvey from
San Diego, California, with whom I
shared a love of shooting off rolls of
film, but Harvey was in a league of his
own. He would get up at dawn and take
3 to 4 rolls before breakfast. He would
arrive beaming and famished at the
breakfast buffet and greet everyone
with: “I got some great shots!” 

In the end the smart hotels, the views
across the Danube and the funny
remarks from the Pammies, were not
adequate compensation for the stress:
the stress of never knowing when the
Gourmet Brigade would next strike, of
wondering whether 89 year Mrs
Swenson from Scottsbluff, Nebraska was
going to make it up Castle Hill, of never
knowing when something might go so
badly wrong that it would lead to a law
suit. 

In truth, I was totally unsuited to be a
tour manager. On several occasions the
clients really should have been looking
after me.  In Prague I nearly had a group
of 18 Americans due to fly to Moscow
check in at the airport without any air
tickets. I realized that I did not have
them just as the coach was about to
leave the hotel, and dashed back into
the lobby. I found that I had left them on
a chair while I was settling my bill. And
then there was the mishap in Budapest.
During these tours I had to carry large
sums in cash with which to pay guides,
porters, drivers, and so on. At the
beginning of each tour I had about 3000
Euros in 50 Euro notes. On one tour I put
the bundle in the safe in my room in the
Budapest Interconti, hastily bathed and
changed to escort the group to dinner
at the Apostolok. When I returned to my

room at 11.15, I was pleased to see that
the bed had been nicely turned down,
that there was a chocolate on my pillow
and that the disorder in which I had left
the bathroom had been cleared up. But I
when I opened the cupboard door to
hang up my suit, I saw to my dismay
that the door of the safe was open. I had
assuredly left it open. I seized the tall
pile of 50 Euro notes and counted them.
To my intense relief I found that only
one was missing.  The following evening
I left a note on the bed for the chamber
maid reading: “Kösönom hojy nam vatt
telel” In Hungarian this means “Thank
you very much for not taking more.”  

And perhaps the chocolate on my
pillow had been the chamber maid’s
way of saying thank you. 

Michael Hall

Why I fled the “Gourmet Brigade”.
Michael Hall (WL 1955-1960)
Austria

Austria
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